Coin Structure

An Ethereum Fork
A Global Platform For Decentralised Organisations

EtherInc is a blockchain project to create and run decentralised digital
organisations based on cryptographic proof instead of trust or intermediaries

WHAT PROBLEM DOES ETHERINC SOLVES ?

The growth of internet has enabled people to work remotely, but little has been
done to fix how organisations work. Starting an organisations is still needlessly
complicated with lengthy paperwork, legal complexities, numerous fees and
unnecessary intermediaries and third parties imposing artificial restrictions. Even
today, entrepreneurs face lots of friction trying to build global organisations.
EtherInc (also referred to as eInc in short) is making DAOs a reality. eInc
organisations are borderless and decentralised, just like Bitcoin, that are not
limited by demographies, intermediaries and artificial restrictions.

Genesis Coins

997,528,142 ETI

Mineable Coins
Coin symbol
Coins for sale

~ 94,238,438 ETI
ETI
450,000,000 ETI

Soft cap
Hard cap

$1,000,000
$22,000,000

Blockchain
Block time
Reward per block

EtherInc
6 sec
3 ETI

Coin Sale
Main sale start
15 July 2018
Main sale end
25 July 2018
Coinomics

WHAT MAKES ETHERINC UNIQUE FROM OTHERS?

EtherInc is the first LIVE blockchain for decentralised organisations. We already
developed eInc protocol for running decentralised organisations. Our goal is to
replace traditional company with eInc organisations.
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WHAT IS ETI COIN ?

ETI coins are the fuel of EtherInc blockchain, just like Ethereum has ETH coins as
a fuel in Ethereum blockchain

CORE TEAM

Proven domain expertise meets opportunity. The EtherInc has a proven history
of technical achievement and passion for technology. In past our team worked
for
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PARTNERSS

25%
40% eInc Development
25% eInc Team
20% eInc Reserve
10% eInc Marketing
5% eInc Advisory
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